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	The excess noise above the well-known thermal noise and shot noise that

	shows up at low frequencies, the so-called low-frequency noise (other names

	are 1/f noise or flicker noise), has raised questions for a long time and has

	now become more important than ever. The low-frequency noise generated

	in the electronic devices is a key problem in analog circuits and systems

	since it sets a limit on how small signals that can be detected and processed

	in the circuits. In the early 1990s, the metal-oxide-semiconductor fieldeffect-

	transistor (MOSFET) had a channel length of around 0.5 μm and was

	mainly used in digital electronics. The MOS transistor at that time had a

	conventional Si channel, SiO2 gate dielectrics and few advanced features.

	The tremendous improvements in CMOS performance during the last

	decade, resulting from continuous advances in the CMOS technology, have

	stimulated the recent explosion in information and communication

	technology. Nowadays, MOS transistors are not used only in digital

	applications but also in a wide range of analog circuits. The low-frequency

	noise in the CMOS devices has therefore emerged as an important concern.

	The rapid shrinking of the device dimensions (the smallest gate length is

	around 30 nm in 2006) is not only a challenging technological problem, the

	low-frequency noise also increases as the dimensions become smaller with

	fewer and fewer charge carriers in the active region of the device. It has even

	been predicted that low-frequency noise will be a problem in digital

	applications in a few years time.
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Creatures of Cain: The Hunt for Human Nature in Cold War AmericaPrinceton Press, 2019

	
		How Cold War America came to attribute human evolutionary success to our species' unique capacity for murder

		

		After World War II, the question of how to define a universal human nature took on new urgency. Creatures of Cain charts the rise and precipitous fall in Cold War America of a theory that...
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Oracle RMAN 11g Backup and Recovery (Osborne ORACLE Press Series)McGraw-Hill, 2010

	Master Oracle Recovery Master


	Protect your databases from hardware, software, and operator failures using the detailed information in this Oracle Press guide. Oracle RMAN 11g Backup and Recovery explains how to configure databases, generate accurate archives, and carry out system restores. Work from the command line or...
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Advanced Photoshop CS3 Trickery & FX (Graphics Series)Charles River, 2007
Advanced Photoshop CS3 Trickery & FX is a completely updated edition of this specialized book for Photoshop users wishing to go beyond the basics. It takes digital artists to the next level of creativity by teaching them how to blend their artistic talent seamlessly with the powerful tools of Photoshop CS3. The book is packed with full color...
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Grading Knowledge: Extracting Degree Information from TextsSpringer, 2000


	If you are sitting in a basement room without a view — not to mention the

	bars in front of the windows — and writing a book, then you better have

	good company. I had the best company you could imagine. Waltraud Hiltl,

	Katja Markert, Martin Romacker, Klemens Schnattinger, Andreas Klee and I

	shared very little office...
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OpenOffice.org for DummiesFor Dummies, 2003
Start using this free and easy productivity suite today
Draft and print documents, design cool presentations, create detailed spreadsheets, and more     

Ready to leave your other Office? Open this friendly guide and find out how OpenOffice.org opens up your options! You can collect your thoughts in Writer documents, crunch numbers with...
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The Ultimate Digital Music Guide: The Best Way to Store, Organize, and Play Digital MusicQue, 2012

	Iam a music lover. Big time. My wife and I try to catch at least one or two major shows a month, and I’m an “A Train” member of and frequent visitor to our local jazz club. (That’s the Dakota Jazz Club in Minneapolis, one of the best in the nation.) I have more than 1,700 albums in my music collection, or more than...
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